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Executive summary

This Research

The Federation of Bdtish Histolic Vehicle Clubs (FBHVC) in association with the University of
Central England in Birmingham (UCE), has undertaken the first detailed survey of the Historic
Vehicle Movement in Britain.

With over half a miUion pre.1977 vehicles in Britain, the historic vehicle movement is a major
sector of the UK economy; maintaining many thousands ofjobs, in a multi-million pound industry.
It attracts a great number of people from around the world to shows, events and rallies, and
provides ar active interest for many hundred thousands of Britons.

Until this survey was undertaten very little information existed on the size and scope of this
industry. Therefore, its overall importance to the British economy and the many people to whom it
gives immense pleasure were unknown factors. The FBIryC research has provided answers to a
number of essential and important questions, including:

Questions Q: how many peopl€ are employed in the historic vehicle industry?

Q: how much is the historic vehicle industry worth, at home and abroad,
to the economy?

Q: what skills and crafts are invested in this industry?

Q: how many historic yehicles are ther€ in the U.K.?

Q: what contribution does the interest in historic vehicles make to the British
tourist and heritage industries?

Q: how oft€n are historic vehicles used and what impact do they have on
the environment?

Q: what opportunities do historic y€hicles offer for the futur€ of the
economy?

The Scope of this research

The various surveys undertaken by this research into the historic vehicle movement are merely a

beginning. The results frorn the surveys, the data, are neither definitive nor comprehensive.

However, the surveys arc a starting point for understanding the size of the historic vehicle

movement in terms of the substantial connibution it makes to the economic and social life of the

country, and in serving the world wide interest in historic vehicles.

Historic vehicles arc a1l pre-1977 and include motor ca$, lofies, buses, stean vehicles,
motorcycles, commercial vehicles, and public service vehicles.
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Key Findings

The historic vehicles movement generates more than f,1.6 billion in gross annual
turnover of which over f,300 million is in exports.

In exc€ss of 25,Ofi) people earn their living providing services and products for historic
vehicle owners and those interested in historic vehicles.

Over 650, 000 vehicles made before 1977 are still in existence.

Annual mileage by historic vehicles is low. 3 in every 5 of these travel under 3000
miles each year, and half this number less than 1500 miles each year.

Over 64Vo of vehicles owned by club members are roadworthy and licensed.

The combined monthly readership figures for 4 top historic vehicle magazines is 2.6
million, of which 1 in 5 are women.

Libraries and archives in the U.K. were visited over 270,000 times by historic vehicle
club members seeking information on their interest last year.

Museums in Britain with a classic vehicle collection had some 380,000 visits last year
from club members. Visitors from overseas made up approximately 157o of all visits to
museums.

Over 33,000 members of clubs drive a modern vehicle that is of the same marque as

an historic vehicle that they owr..

FBI{VC - Preseruing the Post for the Future



Introduction

The Historic Vehicle Movement

Few inventions have had such a profound effect on society as the motor vehicle. Less than
two decades after the first practical motor car took to the streets, there was already a

sense that the history of this remarkable engine of progress should be preserved and as

early as 1910 the Royal Aunnutbile Club acquired the first motor car to be imported into
this country and presented it to the Science Museum. But the great impetus in the

preservation of historic vehicles came flom private individuals with an interest in the

development of technology. From the earliest days, these dedicated enthusiasts have

safeguarded historic vehicles from destruction and used them for the enjoyment and

instruction of lheir own and future generrlions.

The world's first club dedicated to the preservation and restoration of historic
vehicles wa-s founded in Britain almost seventy years ago and this country is still the

international focus for this engaging hobby. Today, an estimated half million British own,
drive and enjoy historic cars, commercial vehicles, motor cycles and road-going steam

engines. Since 1927, Britain has staged one of the wodd's biggest spectator events, the

annual London to Brighton Veteran Car Run, which in 1996 attracted an intemational
entry of well over 600 pre-1905 cars and attracted an audience estimated to be over a
million sDectators.

FBHVC Preseruing the Past for the Future



The interest in historic vehicles is nostalgic. Many people remember the car in which they
leamt to drive, the Morrts, Austir, Riley or Wolseley, or lhe Dennis bus that took them on
holidays to the seaside or the Norton or Cltlto motor bike they always wanted. But it is
about more than fond reminiscence of the past. Historic vehicles are machines that are

used and give pleasure to many hundred thousands of people. They represent the past in
terms of the evolution of transport and technology but they also represent the values of
modern society and its concem to preserve the achievements and values of older
generations. Historic vehicles do this very effectively, cutting across social class and age
groups. These vehicles are living, working museum pieces that invoke affection, and
admiration. They also engender respect for what they represent.

Many owners, however, do
not consider their vehicle as either
old or historic. This is because therr
Morris Mitor, or AusIin Mini, or
Ford Anglia is their only means of
private transport. It may have been
bought when money was tight,
passed down from older members
in the family or bought new when
such a vehicle was cherished and
often regarded as a member of the
family. The longevity of these
vehicles is testimony to their
reliability and praclicality and the
value lheir owners place in

preserving such useful transport that is economic to run and cheap to maintain. The
vehicles and their owners represent a challenge to the throwaway culture of planned
obsolescence.

Around the movement has grown a world-class industry; enthusiasts from around
the globe send their historic vehicles here for restoration, come here to buy - and sell -
historic vehicles and utilise all the services associated with them, from spare parts to
specialised literature.

Whether their interest is sociological, technological or the automobile as a
"rolling sculpture", Brirain's historic vehicle owners are part of a movement which
encourages the preservation of vintage machines and nurtures the valuable craft skills and

techniques that are vital to their continued enjoyment.

Lord Montagu of Beaulieu
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Findings: A Picture of the Historic Vehicle
Movement in Britain

Patterns of Ownership and Use

658,575 vehicles made before 1977 are owned by 260,126 members of vehicle clubs that are
mainly members of the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs. However, not all clubs are

members of the FBHVC.
Approximately two-thirds of
owners belong to clubs that
are members of the FBfryC.
Therefore, there may be
many more pte-1977
vehicles in existence. Also,
not all members of vehicle
clubs own a vehicle- Some
1.87o of respondents were
members of clubs but did not
own a vehicle.

Pattern of Ownershio

422,149 (approximately 64Ea) vehicles are both roadworthy and licensed. The more vehicles
owned by a person the tendency for fewer of them to be both roadwortby and licensed. Most
owners had at least one vehicle for xe while 22.5Va had two vehicles that were roadworthy and
licensed. 11.47o of vehicles were reported as not roadworthy or licensed and may be in storage
awaiting or undergoing restoration or reconmissioning by their owners.

The average mileage covered by
all roadworthy and licensed
historic vehicles is 1224 miles
per year. The vehicle owners
travel further. On average, they
travel 3059 miles per year in
historic vehicles. Only 47o of
owners reported that their
vehicles travelled more than
10,000 miles per year. Theefore,
6'7.4Vo of vehicles have an

annual mileage of less than
3000 mites. It is feasible that a small number of vehicles trayel zero miles each year. Vehicles in
museums and those used for displays, for example, at shows, tend to be hansported rather than
driven.

The percentage of historic vehicles used as regular hansport, i.e. up to 3 times per week, is 32.9%.
Therefore, only a third of vebicles are in regular use. Tbe majority of those owned, 67.lVa, are,
thus, not used as regular aansport.

I
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Patterns of Expenditure on Historic Vehicles

The amounts that owners spend on their vehicles is high in comparison to the mean value of most
vehicles and the use made of these vehicles as transport. The average price paid for the purchase of
vehicles acquired last year was f1,971. At auction the average price paid was f13,000. On general
expenditure, excluding fuel and insurance, ,1076 of owners of all vehicles spend between f500-
f2000 per year while 38.8% spend up to
f500. Although small in percentage terms
4.57c spend between €5000-10,000 per
year. Another 47r reported spending over
€10,000 in the previous year on their
vehicle. The average spent on each vehicle
is f796. This gives an estimated total

expenditure of t510.6 million by vehicle
owners excluding 1'uel and insurance

On vehicle insurance, owne$ reported
spending an average of fll9 per vehicle.
The majority of owners (62.7c/c) spend'

between fl00-500 on insurance. 21.5Vc spend up to t100. Relatively few owners, approximately
2.1qc, spent more than f1,000 on insurance. with the average owner possessing 2 vehicles, the

estimated mean expenditure on vehicle insurance for all owners is, therefore, g30l for the last year.

The estimated total spend on insurance is S78,4 million

Vehicle owners reported spending an average f420 in the last year on fuel. 47.5Vc spent up to f250
while 30.57r spent up to f500. This gives an estimated total expenditure, of f,109.2 million on fuel
in the last year by respondents.

Patterns of Expenditure on ltems Related to Historic Vehicles

There is a wide range of items related to historic vehicles including; books, magazines, posters,
videos, models, photographs, advertisements, trade literature and other forms of printed ephemera.

On average, club members spend annually t72 on mag^zines, f68 on books, f52 on videos, f71 on

Exoenditure on Vehicte Related ltems
models and f64 on posters and similar
materials.

This means that the total estimated
expenditure on magazines last year
was f19.2 million, on books f18.1
million, on videos f14 million, on
models f18.9 million and on posters
and similar items tl7.l million. The
total amount spent annually on
historic rehicle relled items is,

therefore, f87.3 million.

Expenditure on Fuel.
Insu€nce & General ltems

I
I

llentg tor Expenditurs
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Patterns of Activities Related to Historic Vehicles

Museums, libraries and archives are popular with the majority of club members. 49.17c reported
making at least one visit to a library or archive in search of information on historic vehicles in the
last year, while 72.1clo made at least one visit to a museum with a collection of historic vehicles.

Use of Libraries and Museums Many club members made more than one
visit to a museum or li&ary. 24.9qa

reported making two visits and l0.l%
three visits to a museum. Similarly with
libraries; 14.77c reponed making two
visits and 5,'77a three visits in search of
information. Total estimated number of
visits by club memberr lo libraries is

271,061 and to museums is 382,428.

Thirteen museums reported that their
total estimated number of visitors last

l3qc were from overseas and over half were

Attendance at events related to historic vehicles such as auctions, autojumbles, rallies, race

meetings and specialist talks is high. Some 837c of club members had anended an event in the last
year, many more than one event. 347o of members had attended an auction. 787c had attended an

autojumble,25Tc had aftended a specialist talk, and 40% had attended a race or sprint meeting.

Club membership is a part of the social activity for members. 32Aqo of clrub members belong to

Attendence at Events
rwo diff'erent historic vehicle
clubs. 16.87c belonged to three
clubs. With an average of two
memberships for each respondant
the average total subscription per
member is L47. 'fhe estimated
average single subscription is f,23
per year. The total estimated
worth of subscriptions collected
by historic vehicle clubs with
membership of the FBHVC is

Nlmber ol Clubs Memb€B Anend ng Events

f,12.5 million.

Readership of magazines is high. Secondary data sources' show that for the period for which

figures are available Clnsslc Cnrs had a circulation figure of 86,000 with a readersbip figure in

excess of I million world wide of which 203,000 were women. Circulation and readership figures

are not available for many popular magazines. However, the total readershipfigures for Autosport,

Classic & Sportscar, Clussic Bike, Classic Cors, and Practicttl Clcrssics & Car Restorer were 2.5

million of which 470O00 were women.

lEl
lE, I

1"" I

|:: I

l.u I

lE6+ |

year exceeded 1.5 million. Of these approximately
national rather than local visitors.
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Patterns of Trade and lndustry Related to Historic Vehicles

There are more than 4,000 businesses in the U.K. providing services and products for the historic
vehicle owner and those interested in historic vehicles.

In excess of 25,000 people are employed in businesses dependent upon the interest that others have

in historic vehicles. 857c of these work lhll-time. Of the majority of people working in the industry,
80% are aged below 50 years and 507c below 40 years. Businesses tend to be small to medium
sized enterprises,83% having less than 10 employees.

Turnover for Businesses The value of gross turnover for
these businesses was an estimated
gl.6 billion last year. Of this
some f335 million was in exports.
The historic vehicle tmde spent
half a billion pounds on materials.
Virtually every country is or has

been an export customer of the
British historic vehicle trade. with
over 84Vc of businesses in this
sector supplying oveneas
customers, the export trade is an

important part of their business activity. 877c of businesses also reported that they attract a number

of visitors fiom overseas. Overall, 60% of businesses reported that they have plans to expand over
the next three years.

The historic vehicle sector also generates income for tourism, publishing and special eyents.

While liftle information is available on income generated by special events, information is

available for other industries. For those interested in historic vehicles, there are approximately 46

commercially pubtished titles with a cover price of between f1.75 and f4.50. The majodty of the

clubs surveyed also publish magazines that members receive as part of their subscription.

From secondary datar on sales at auction, British auction houses within the U.K. and Europe
(March-August, 1997) generated f13.9 million in sales. To this figure must be added the sales

commission of the auction houses and VAT. The 761 vehicles repo ed as sold at aucdon had an

average price, excluding commission and VAT, of f 18,316. Excluding the 22 vehicles costing over
fl00,000, the average price is fl3,055 with a total sales turnover of f9.6 million. Those vehicles

costing over f100,000 had an average price of f195,000.

The tourist industry includes camp sites, boarding houses and hotels that are fiequently used by

historic vehicle owners in pursuit of their interest. 26.57c of owners spent between l'{ nights away

from home on activities rclated to historic vehicles. The total estimated number of nights spent

away from home by club members was over 900,000 last year. Of those visiting museums in the

U.K., the estimated income from entrance charges was t5.9 million This equates to an average

income from visitors of !453,846 for the thirteen museums in the samPle. Hqwever, of these, five

museums report an income from entrance charges of between f500,000 and fl million and one

museum reported an income of over fl million.

FBIIVC - Preseruing the Past for the Future



Skills, Crafts and Knowledge

The skills, crafts and krowledge needed to maintain historic vehicles are very wide nnging. Added
to these are the commercial and management skills needed to run a business. The majo ty of
respondents in the tade supplying services and products to the historic vehicle movement had no

formal business training. Training in business practices such as marketing, business planning and
customer care were generally thought to be of value amongst the trade. The ability to be multi-
skilled - being able to do a number of things such as welding, fabrication, electronics and the like -
was thought important. A thorough knowledge of particular marques and models was thought to be
very lmportant.

The Range of Ski s and Crcfts

The following list contains the skills and crafts reported by respondents as those that they consider

necessary for the historic vehicle movement. This is not a comprehensive list. There are many

other specialist skills such as chassis making, pattern making, transporting a vehicle, and storing a

vehicle that are also important.

Badge remanufacturing

Casting

Blast cleaning

Panel beating

Brakes (overhauling)

Cable making

Carburenor (refurbishrnent)

Chrome plating

Coach building

Competition preparation

Electrical re-wiring

Exhaust manufacture

Fabrication

Fuel tank (refurbishment, manufacturing)

Glass fibre use

Hood rnaking

Lead loading

Machining

Painting (spraying and preparation)

Paint stripping

Period Radios (repair and remanufacture)

Powder coating

Refurbishment of instruments

Rubber moulding and extrusions

Rust proofing

Safety belts

Seats (repair and remanufacture)

Tow-bar manufacture

Transmission building

Welding

Wheel building (wires).

Woodworking

FBIM - Preseruing the Past for the Future



Understanding Owners of Historic Vehicles: Some Testimony

Throughout the research, lhe Federation of Bdtish Historic Vehicle Clubs received a considerable

number of unsolicited letters and cornments from vehicle owners. The majority of these expressed

serious and genuine concem about their right to use their vehicles in the future, Many of these were

worried that restrictions placed on the use of histodc cars would sedously restict their fteedom to

travel. This was because, for many of the letter wriels, their historic car was their only means of
pdvate ransport. Others were keen to emphasise the social aspect of historic vehicles. Many

mentioned that the movement cut across all social classes, indicating that a Person could take an

interest in historic vehicles regardless of occupation, gender, age or ethnic background.

"My car is my transport! It may be ltistorical to you, but it's affordable,

reliable, practical wlrcels to rne"

"We use our Morris Minor as our daily transport. We do not and never luve
owned anotlrcr car"

"l get a lot of pleasure from nty two motorbikes and would be very upset if
I couldn't use thenz"

"My vehicle is a steamroller used mostly for charitable purposes"

"Owning and running a classic gives an opporturtity for total stratlSers to

meet and talk, often creating a new inlerest to the younger element ' I
wouldn't miss the chit-chatfor the world - I love my golden oldie!"

"The clubs put a lot of country Innrcs on te map.."'

"It's a great hobby with super people of all classes involved"

"To car collectors tlxe U,K. is Mecca, wlrcre crartsman still make Sreat hand
made cars and stock parts for older cars"

"l suggest that you stress the issue of re-cycling used parts to maintain a

classic car and those arising from the production of new vehicles..."

" Keep our cars where tlrcy belong, on the road!"

FBHVC ' Preseruing the Past for the Future 10



Discussion and Interpretation of Findings

Trade and Industry

As an estimate based on retumed questionnaires, fl.6 billion in trade is a conservative figur€.

Several medium sized companies were unable to supply data in the time available. what the data

shows is the direct bade generated by those hundreds of thousands of people with an interest in

historic vehicles. What the data does not show is an accurate measure of the size of orders placed

the historic vehicle movement with other companies whose business is not
dbectly dependent on histo c vehicle

custom, for exanple, the leather trade,

manufacturers of fasteners and parnt

finishing products. Sirnilady, many

below 50 years aricl a significant number below 40 years. This means that tmditional skills, crafts

and knowledge are being passed on by

those who would have odginally acquired

them several decades ago. This is despite

businesses serving the needs and wants of the histolic vehicle interest are not full-time but conslst

of pan-time anioccasional aading by people with other 
- 
business. concems or employment

Therefore, the measure of 25,000 people employed by the industry is also a conservative estimate;

many more people might eam some or all of their living from historic vehicles'

What is interesting is the general age range of those people working in the trade' Most.arc aged

the lack of formal systems of training and apprenticeship. Britain is acknowledged as the world

cen&e for traditiona.l historic vehicle skills and crafts, such as panel beating, leather upholstery

and re-manufacturing parts to original specifications.

The rade centred around historic vehicles is also of interest to modern vehicle manufacturers.

Many modem manufacturers have laken a keen interest in presenting new models in terms of
..blood lines" and the heritage of the marque, for example, Rover's MGF and Jaguar's X,(. Rover

also continues to expand the range of pans it re-manufactures for models no longer made such as

the Rover P6, MG, TR6, and Mini Mkl.

The relevance of this is that ownership of the rights to lemanufacture is resident in the U.K. Britis[

Motor Heritage is able to rc-manufactule and license others to provide palts because it owns the

copyright on Parts. The technical

".fiumber of people using a modern
as regular transport that were influenced
the maroue of an historic vehicle is

information, specifications and designs'

together wilh marque names such as

lVolseley, Riley, MG, and Rover arc the legal
property of the Rover Group. Therefore'

control of this essential resource lesides in the U.K., although it is owned by the German Company

BMw. Rover's interest in conrolling its copyright is indicadve of the general concem among

manufacturers to show bloodlines in modem car models' This points lo the commercial and

competitive opportunities that the historic vehicle movement offers to contemporary vehicle

manufacturers.

li

'approximately 21.6 bilion in trade is
by 25,000 people working in the historic vehicle

trade"

FBIM - Preseruing the Past for the Future



Vehicle Use and The Environment

With some 26.3 million vehicles licensed in the U.K., the 0.4 million historic vehicles that are

licensed and roadworthy make up less than l7c of these. Histolic vehicles favel on average less

than l5O0 miles annually compared to an average of 10,000 miles per year for modern vehicles,

"Historic vehicles make up less than 17o

all licensed vehicles in the U.K., each
travelling annually an avercge of only 1500
miles"

The impact historic vehicles have on the

environment will, therefore, be minimal; far less than might be expected. For example, the

emissions from a 1921 Ford Model T' were recotded as follows: CO 1 .2% (curent limit is 3.5%),

HC 68 ppm (cun€nt limit is 1200 ppm), CO: 3.5% (curent limit is 4.5%).

Overall emissions of Greenhouse gases have reduced substantially over the last decade' and are

projected to decrease funher in the near future. In Manchester, concenrations of SO: have fallen

over the last 20 years, from 345 [g/m3 in 1973/4to59 pg/m3 in 199'll5 The contribution made to

The use of histodc vehicles is, therefore, very

limited. often being resricted by their owners Io

fine weather use, for local trips to events and

shows.

the emission of Greenhouse gases by road

transpoft and motor fuels is relatively minor in
comparison to other sources. For example,
motor spilit accounts for l37c of total emissions

of COr (Carbon Dioxide) and road transpoll
accounts for lVc of CIL (Methane) emissions from all fuels. lnterestingly, 2l7c of methane

emissions come from cattle and 467c from landfill. The contribution made by the use of historic

vehicles to Greenhouse gases is, therefore, exuemely small. This is especially so given that historic
vehicles are not regularly used and when they are it is not usually at peak times or dudng winter

months.

This research does not aim to distract fiom the genuine concern most people have about the

environment but to place the contribution made to Greenhouse gases by historic vehicles into
perspective. Owners of historic vehicles tend to be very concemed with the envilonment. The

anounts of money and time they annually spend on maintaining their vehicle(s) to a high standard

is evidence of their concern. It shows that owners are reluctant to allow historic vehicles to be

scrapped; recycling parts which are often obtaiaed from other vehicles. Thus, they make a

substantial contribution to recycling..

Historic vehicles do make an enormous
contribution to the cultural and social
environment of modem life. Each year hundreds

of shows, events and rallies are organised around

- Historic vehicles tend to make little, if any,
measurable pollution, ther are

"...hundreds of shows and events arc
organised for historic vehicles each year,

hundreds of thousands of peoDle"

the country. These attract many hundreds of thousands of people, many of whom are not owners of
historic vehicles but come to see these vehicles. Parks, town squares and stately homes are typical

venues for historic vehicle eventsi attracting people from around the country and from abroad.

Such evenb are often held to laise funds for charities and other good causes. The tlade flom events

in terms ofcatering, transpon and accommodation was not measured in this research.

Although members of vehicle clubs made over 2?1,000 visits to museums last year, the fact that

-uny *ill huu. taken along their family, needs to be taken into account. The sdne is probably the

case with attendance at shows and events. These are usually family outings in the vehicle.

Spectators of historic vehicles events are also much higher than might be expected. The London to

Brishton Run has zn audience of I million.

FBI{VC - Preseruing the Past for the Future 12



Further lnformation

Supplementary Sources of Data: Referenced in the Text

l. Periodical data was obtained from: BRAD July 1997; Key Note, U K. Publishing' 1995;

Market Intellignece, Special l terest Magazines,7995.

2. Auction prices for the period March - August 1997 werc obtained from: Cl(rssic & Sportscar

Owners Bible 1998. Haymarket Specialist Publications Ltd, October 1997.

3. 1921 Ford Model T. From Ford Model T data.

4. Environmental data was obtained from', Digest of Environ?lextal Slali.tticJ' Govemment

Statistical Service 1996.
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